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cave. We arrive to find bats leaving for
their nightly dining experience, and we
net a few of them while Vickie does a
bat count. The cave itself, Cueva Vinata,
reeks horribly—no, hideously—of
ammonia. Breathing is difficult in this
stifling, hot horror, and we hurry
through the motions of surveying the
cave. Outside afterwards, we gasp for
air and settle in for a night under the
open sky.

We meander our way through moun-
tain roads for hours at a time in the
Chihuahuan highlands just outside the
glorious Copper Canyon, passing
through Cuauhtémoc, Basaseachic, and
into the state of Sonora. There we eat
the hottest enchiladas around and spend
the night at a tiny roadside town,
Yécora. In the morning we are shown
to Cueva El Salitre in Cañón Santa
Rosa, another shelter cave in volcanic
rock, although this one is fairly large.
We spot multiple bat species in it, and
the powdery yellow droppings of a

nectar bat. After the map is made we
continue our westward progress.

In Sonora we continue to the state’s
capitol, Hermosillo, and to the house

of Ernesto Torres Picos, another friend
of Peter’s. Ernesto is beyond exhila-
rated when we arrive and excitedly
shuttles us into his car and proceeds to
tour us around the city at top clip in his
sedan, a former Tucson police car. He
has a way of driving without actually
looking at the road. Perhaps sensing our
agitation as he almost sideswipes ev-
ery car we pass, or perhaps interpret-
ing our agitation as dissatisfaction in
his vehicle of choice, he herds us out
of the cop car and into an SUV, and we
proceed to the bar district at a sprint.

Mexican bands belt out tune after
tune for a young crowd of campesinos
and city girls in a gay, entertaining, and
unequivocally festive atmosphere. The
five us cram in around a tiny table, lis-
ten to the music over pitcher after

pitcher of beer, and watch young
couples dance in that close Mexican
way. They take turns dancing in the
spotlight as the featured couple, but the
night’s main event was when the two
gueras from the States, Vickie and Jean,
take to the floor. The music throbs to
new heights and every camera phone
in the house is raised up and photo af-
ter photo was taken of these two
blondes dancing together while the
crowd roars and roars with excitement.
Half drunk on beer and half on pure
energy, we return to our hotel room at
the hand of Ernesto, and sleep soundly.

In the morning a day to beat all days
begins with a trip to the Protección
Civil—not a move that I’d typically
make. Peter and Jean grab handfuls
of papers from the truck and head in
to talk to Seguridad Pública and
Protección Civil personnel, leaving
Vickie and I to wait at the truck. Though
neither Peter nor Jean surface, we can
tell they are causing serious commotion
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